Highly secure, private access to cloud ecosystems

As enterprise customers continue the fast-paced adoption of cloud solutions as a cost-effective, robust alternative to traditional on-site IT infrastructure, applications and services, there is an increasing demand for secure, reliable, dedicated access to these cloud resources.

Windstream Enterprise
Cloud Connect

Cloud Connect from Windstream Enterprise meets this need by providing highly secure, performance-optimized virtual and dedicated private access to third-party public and private cloud providers.

Features

- Utilizes Windstream Enterprise SD-WAN, MPLS VPN or Switched Ethernet services to virtually connect to third-party cloud providers
- Connects at speeds ranging from 50 Mbps to 1 Gbps
- Offers third-party virtual cloud connectivity in the East, West, Central and Southwest U.S. regions
- Utilizes Windstream Enterprise dedicated Wave service for increased connectivity and diversity/protection options at 10 Gbps

Benefits

- Highly secure, private access to cloud resources, reducing the risk of public Internet-related threats such as DDoS attacks
- Flexible bandwidth options allow you to scale your cloud connectivity as your utilization of cloud resources grows
- Connect to cloud resources closer to your enterprise location, reducing latency and resulting in a more deterministic cloud access experience
- Obtain additional third-party cloud connectivity location capabilities through Windstream Enterprise Wavelength Services, as well as enhanced diversity/protection options to support your critical workloads
- Interconnect your existing Windstream Enterprise SD-WAN, MPLS VPN or Switched Ethernet network to the cloud, enabling any-to-any connectivity for your hub and branch locations
- Connect with confidence to Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, Google Cloud, Oracle and Salesforce
- Cost-effective addition of cloud resources to your existing Windstream Enterprise Switched Ethernet service by supporting multiple VLAN connections from your hub location

To learn more about Cloud Connect, visit windstreamenterprise.com